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Introduction

Model: Hawkes process

Internet boards provide a platform for social discussion of news and events that happen around us
every day. In these boards, people appear as creators of such discussions by starting a thread on a
specific matter that they usually are concerned about. These threads further attract attention of
other people, who become participants in those discussions. The trace left by the discussion is the
‘discussion tree’, in which nodes represent post and comments and an edge represents a ‘reply-to’
relation. Discussion and, more generally, reply trees have already gained attention of many scientists,
who studied various static properties of them [IM11, LMS12, WZH13, GKLK13, BCSC16].
Hawkes processes were successfully applied in studying information retweet cascades in Twitter,
which is a social network of small posts visible directly to followers [ZEH+ 15, KL16]. The structure
of reply trees in Twitter was also studied by Nishi et. al in [NTO+ 16], where authors described the
basic principles of formation of reply trees in Twitter. Retweet cascades and reply trees are formed
on the top of the underlying network of followers, where the information of a post being retweeted or
replied to by some user, gets directly visible to the followers of the user. In the current work we
concentrate on the reply trees in discussions, or simply ’discussion trees’, of the posts on the Internet
board Reddit.com. We provide the model of its generation based on Hawkes processes.

The generation model is based on self-exciting Hawkes processes, which are defined as
non-homogeneous Poisson point processes with time-dependent intensity λ(t):
X
λ(t) = µ(t) + nb
φ(t − ti ),
i :ti <t

R∞
where µ(t) is the background intensity, φ(t) is the memory kernel, such that 0 φ(t)dt = 1 and
nb is the branching number, which represents an average number of events, generated by event i
through a memory kernel.
Property: when nb < 1, then the process is subcritical, thus is a.s. finite.
Branching structure. The Hawkes process has a branching structure, which can be viewed as a
rooted tree (T , s), defined as follows:
I at time t0 = 0 the root s starts generating offsprings according to a non-homogeneous Poisson
process with intensity µ(t) at times t1 , . . . , td ;
I each offspring i starts generating other offsprings immediately after birth with intensity nb φ(t − ti ).

Discussion trees
The post and comments underneath it can be represented as a rooted tree (T , s), where:
I root s is the post itself;
I all other nodes vi , where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, represent comments;
I links represent the ’reply-to’ relation.
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Figure: Illustration of the branching structure of the Hawkes process. Dark blue nodes represent comments generated with
intensity µ and dark green represent those, generated with intensity φ.
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The root and each other node have creation timestamps ti , where i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. One can
project those timestamps onto a timeline [0, T ] and obtain the event sequence of activity in the
discussion tree. By aggregating events further into hourly bins we obtain an activity histogram.
We call the activity duration the time tn − t0 between the last comment and the post.
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Model: parameters
Intensity µ(t). The data suggests that the form of the intensity measure should have the form of
pdf of the Weibull distribution:
α−1
α
µ(t) = aα (t/b)
exp − (t/b) ,

(b)

Figure: (a) Structure of a discussion tree and (b) activity histogram.

where a > 0, b > 0, α > 0. Notice, that parameter a is responsible for the average number of
offsprings the root produces.

Posts are different from comments
Observation 1. Posts and comments attract further comments in different fashion. We show the
degree distribution in largest 2000 trees of the period of Jan-Apr, 2008, however the shape of
distributions is similar for other periods. Both distributions is close to power-law
P(ξ > t) ∼ t −α+1 , with estimated exponents are α1 = 1.673 for the root and α2 = 2.003 for
comments.

Intensity φ(t). The data shows that φ(t) has functional form of the pdf of the lognormal
distribution with parameters (µ, σ):
!
1
(log t − µ)2
.
φ(t) =
exp −
√
2σ 2
tσ 2π
Remark. The reason why two intensities are different comes from the fact that posts are visible to
everyone and comments are only visible to those, who opened the post itself. Also comments to
comments show how users tend to engage into discussions.

Model: estimation
Estimation of intensities µ(t) and φ(t) is done using the maximum likelihood estimation. The
general formula of the maximum likelihood function of non-homogeneous Poisson process with
intensity λ(t) is given as follows:
Ztn
log L(t1 , t2 , . . . , tn |θ) = −
(a)

(b)

λ(t)dt +
0

Figure: (a) Degree distributions for the root and comments. (b) Sample of the discussion tree – red node denotes the post
and blue nodes denote comments.

Observation 2. We define the response times as relative arrival times of comments to an
observed entity. Response times for the root and the comments are driven by different processes.
Below we show the distribution of response times for roots and comments for the same largest 2000
trees, along with fitted shapes of these distributions.

Ztn
log(λ(t))dN(t),
0

where θ is the set of parameters and N(t) is the counting process. Maximization of
log L(θ|t1 , t2 , . . . , tn ) is performed using the Nelder-Mead algorithm [NM65].
In order to estimate the branching number nb of a given tree, we average over all forward degrees of
each comment in the tree:
1 X
nb =
(du − 1),
n u6=root
where n is the number of comments in the discussion tree (T , s).

Validation: method

(a)
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Figure: Distribution of response times to (a) the post and (b) to comments.

Observation 3. Reddit specifically has a voting system, through which users can rate posts and
comment by submitting ’ups’ of ’downs’. The score system is used also to range the comments for a
user, where the high scored comments go to the top and lower scored go down. We find that there is
no clear correlation between scores of posts and general characteristics of trees, such as size and
depth, and between scores of comments and number of further comments it attracts.

(a)

(b)

I We analyze the dataset of all posts and comments on Reddit between Oct, 2007 and May, 2017
[Stu16]. Due to an extremely huge size of the dataset (> 1 Tb of plain text files), we further
concentrate on data from years 2007-2009. Remark: data for year 2007 contains only three months,
thus the results are sparser for this year.
I We determine the first 3000 largest discussion trees in each year, conditioned on having at least 50
comments and the activity duration to be less than 72 hours. We impose such conditions, since
the branching process approach is effective for large networks and since trees with less than 50
nodes usually contain insufficient information for the maximum likelihood estimation to produce
effective results. In order to avoid that, one can use appropriate least squares estimation, but this
goes beyond the scope of the current study.
I Given a discussion tree, we define the parameters of µ(t) and φ(t) and the branching number nb
using the estimations from the previous section. It may happen that maximum likelihood method
fails to generate adequate estimates for parameters, which happens in less than 1 % of cases. We
thus disregard these trees.
I Then we make 50 runs of model simulation and collect all the necessary statistics of the generated
trees. The simulation of non-homogeneous Poisson processes is interrupted when elapsed time of
inactivity exceeds 720 mins (12 hours). The data shows that not less than 99.6% of comments
arrive within the given time.
I We present the results in the next section.

(c)

Figure: Data for 3000 largest trees in of year 2008. (a) Score of the post vs. size of the tree; (b) Score of the post vs.
depth of the tree; (c) Score of the comment vs. number of replies.
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Results: static properties

Results: dynamic properties

Size and depth error. We measure the average error of size (depth) estimation as follows:
(S) =

E(S) − µ
µ

Average error per hour. Construct activity histograms for both the given tree and the simulated
tree with 1 hour binning and denote the amount of comments in hour k and the activity duration of
the given tree as Ak and T , and of the simulated tree as Ak and T , correspondingly. Then the
average error per hour is defined as

,

where µ denotes the true value of size (depth) and S stands for the statistic obtained from
simulation. Along with the errors we plot the bars of relative dispersion σ(S) = σ(S)/µ. As we
can see, the error decreases with the size of the discussion tree, however it is slightly less than zero.
This may happen because of the slight memory effects, when discussion is driven by two interested
people, rather than purely random forces.
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1
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. We average these errors within the bins of width 60 of total activity duration and plot those
averages along with the bars of standard deviation. We observe that when the discussion goes long
in time, the error decreases. This means that the difference in hourly activity between given and
simulated trees does not grow with time.

(c)

Figure: Size errors. Results of simulation of 3000 largest trees in each year: (a) 2007, (b) 2008 and (c) 2009.

Depth errors are less concentrated around zero, which is in fact also due to memory effects. When
two people engage in discussion, they generate a deep chain of comments, which may increase the
total depth. However, in both cases these effects are not severe and discussions go asymptotically
similar to random.
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Figure: Average error per hour. Results of simulation of 3000 largest trees in each year: (a) 2007, (b) 2008 and (c) 2009.

Response times distribution for root. We plot the arrival time distributions of comments to
roots of given and simulated trees. One can see that right tails of distributions follow similar type of
behavior, which thus are explained by in-homogeneity of parameters for theoretical intensities µ of
different posts.

(c)

Figure: Depth errors. Results of simulation of 3000 largest trees in each year: (a) 2007, (b) 2008 and (c) 2009.

Branching number distribution. The branching number distribution is plotted for both given and
simulated trees. We notice that the mass in case of simulations is concentrated in a lower value that
for given trees. This may also be explained by slight memory effects and a consequence of size errors.
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Figure: Distribution of reply times to the root. Results of simulation of 3000 largest trees in each year: (a) 2007, (b) 2008
and (c) 2009.

Response time for comments. We plot the arrival time intensity of comments to comments for
considered and simulated trees. One can see that the right tails distributions follow similar type of
behavior, which thus are also explained by in-homogeneity of parameters for theoretical intensities φ
for different posts.

(a)
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Figure: Branching number distribution. Results of simulation of 3000 largest trees in each year: (a) 2007, (b) 2008 and
(c) 2009.
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